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Please see Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation, page 23

year’s drawing is for a 1970 Dodge Super Bee, and it could

also be added to any muscle–car museum.”

Success of the drawing has uplifted the Brevard

Alzheimer’s Foundation through the years, which has been

recognized nationally by various organizations for its

programs and the work it does in the community serving

older adults.

Since its inception in 1993, the drawing has raised over

$5.5 million for the organization.

The event has honed a loyal base of support for the

Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation.

“We estimate that 60 percent of the people who buy

tickets for the drawing every year do so because of our

organization’s cause,” said Timmermann. “Forty percent

are purely car guys.”

Muscle cars are directly linked to the millions of baby–

boomers, but now that generation is passing the torch to

Generation–Xers and millennials.

With a long–running event such as the Brevard

Alzheimer’s Foundation drawing, mixing up the selection

of cars to be showcased and keeping up the public interest

each year can be challenging.

“We have a selection committee to find the right car for

each drawing. It generally takes three to four months.

Every year it gets a little harder to locate what we think is

the perfect car,” said Timmermann, who in 2022 is

involved in his 11th car drawing for the organization.

He added, “Fortunately, this year’s featured car was

procured a week before last year’s drawing.”

“I think this will be our second or third Coronet Super

Bee for the drawing,” said Sean Odle, compliance director

at the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation. “The Super Bees

spark a lot of interest among tickets purchasers.”

The 29th annual Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation

Barbecue and Car Drawing is set for 5:30 p.m. on Satur-

day, May 14, at Wickham Park Pavilion in Melbourne. The

By Ken Datzman

For nearly three decades, the Brevard Alzheimer’s

Foundation has searched far and wide to find pristine

classic “muscle cars” to feature in its annual public

drawing that attracts interest from people across the

nation and abroad. Last year’s winner was from Australia.

Many collectors believe the 1949 Oldsmobile Rocket 88

was the first true muscle car. It featured America’s first

overhead value V8 in a relatively light body, giving it a lot

of power and speed.

Muscle cars quickly became popular with young people

in the mid–1960s and were driven for everyday street use.

The muscle–car era spanned from around 1964 to 1973.

Recently, a 1969 Chevrolet Camaro RS/SS convertible

sold for $220,000 at Mecum Auctions in Kissimmee,

showing there is still strong buyer interest in these types of

cars.

And the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation has seen

some of this enthusiasm through ticket sales for its annual

car drawing.

“In a given year, the car drawing can raise as much as

$400,000 for our organization,” said Tim Timmermann Jr.,

executive director of the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation.

“Last year we featured a 1970 Plymouth Barracuda

directly out of Mark Pieloch’s American Muscle Car

Museum in Melbourne. It was a museum–quality car. This

Tickets on sale for drawing of collector 1970 Super Bee, fuels Alzheimer’s Foundation

The 29th annual Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation Barbecue and Car Drawing is set for Saturday, May 14, at Wickham Park Pavilion in Melbourne. Tickets to win a 1970 Dodge Super Bee are $25 each, 10 for
$100, and 25 for $200. There are other buying options as well. The tickets are sold at https://alzbbq.com. The 1970 Super Bee was purchased from a collector in Pennsylvania. Tim Timmermann, Jr., left, is executive
director of the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation. Sean Odle is the compliance director. The car is garaged at Big Boy Toy Storage of Melbourne.
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By Ken Datzman

The visibility of the Brevard Job Link
got a big boost in 2001.

The continuing contraction in the
economy, although a rebound is expected
in 2002, focused a much brighter light on
the importance of the organization and
its mission in the county.

The four full–service, one–stop career
centers in Brevard — from Palm Bay to
Titusville — handled significantly
increased traffic, even catering to people
who have never had a need to tap this
resource before.

“It’s been a great year in that we have
been able to get services out to people
quicker and more efficiently than ever
before,” said Linda South, executive
director of the organization. She added, “I
think a lot more people have come to
understand the value of the rich re-
sources that are available in the Brevard
Job Link centers, not only from a job–
seeker’s standpoint but also from the
employer’s standpoint.”

These information–packed centers
offer a variety of services to job seekers,
businesses and the unemployed. For
instance, there are job referrals, Internet

Brevard Job Link key
resource connecting
firms and job seekers

access to America’s Job Bank and other
employment Web sites, videos, career
guidebooks and an in–depth collection of
periodicals, including “The Wall Street
Journal.”

The centers also have computers
equipped with word–processing software,
fax machines, copiers, laser printers, and
telephones with long–distance access. A
videoconference system is available,
which may be used for conducting
interviews.

Employers, said South, can provide
the Job Link with its openings free of
charge either online, by fax or phone,
visit one of the centers “or they can ask
for a representative to come and see
them at their place of business. We
would like to see every single job order in
Brevard County to be in the Job Link
system, so that we can rapidly match
skill sets. And if we don’t have the match
we’ll use the information to create
education and training opportunities that
are responsive to the need.”

Brevard Job Link is funded through
the Brevard Development Workforce
Board Inc. in Rockledge. It also has been
successful in winning competitive grants

What the Social Security plan would mean to you
By Mary Deibel
Scripps Howard Service

Here’s what to expect if Social
Security is changed so that younger
workers can invest some of their payroll
tax money in private accounts, as
President Bush’s Social Security Com-
mission proposed a few weeks ago.

Current retirees and those nearing
retirement — anyone 55 or older today
— would get Society Security benefits as
promised under the present system.

Workers younger than 55 could put
money into a private account. GOP panel
member and former Congressman Bill
Frenzel calls the Bush Commission’s
three–account alternatives the Free
Lunch, the Blue–Plate Special and the
Subsidized Lunch.

Nothing will happen immediately
since President Bush isn’t expected to
make any recommendations to Congress
until 2003, after the 2002 congressional
elections.

Basic Social Security checks would be
smaller than called for in current law.
Depending on market performance, total
benefits from Social Security plus your
personal account could be higher or
lower.

The commission plans call for extra
tax money of up to $71 billion a year and
require other changes that could raise
income or payroll taxes or raise the
retirement age for future retirees.

Social Security currently collects
enough payroll tax to pay 100 percent of
benefits through 2038 and 73 percent of
benefits thereafter if the system isn’t
changed.

The 16–member panel unanimously
approved these options three weeks ago
to carry out Bush’s campaign pledge to
let younger workers divert some of the
6.2 percent payroll tax they owe on
wages to individual accounts that own
stocks and bonds.

Workers who opted to take part would
choose from the five low–risk funds, one
each for government bonds, corporate
bonds and a stocks–and–bonds mix, plus
two stock–index funds that track the
broader market. Workers could change
their choice once a year and couldn’t
borrow or withdraw money.

l PLAN 1. “Free Lunch” — lets
workers put 2 percentage points of their
6.2 percent payroll tax into a personal
account. Nothing else changes, and

The four full–service one–stop career centers of Brevard Job Link are seeing increased traffic. Linda South,
executive director, said her organization is a rich resource for both the job seeker as well as the employer.
Michael Anderson is associate director. They are at the Melbourne site in Perimeter Center.
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Jess Parrish Medical Foundation Golf Classic exceeds goal, raises over $75,000 to benefit The Children’s Center

By Christie Rimsky
christie.rimsky@parrishmed.com
Senior Philanthropy Officer
Jess Parrish Medical Foundation

TITUSVILLE (April 7, 2022) — More than 75 sponsors,

60 teams, 240 players and dozens of volunteers partici-

pated in the annual two–course Jess Parrish Medical

Foundation (JPMF) Fran Gerrett Memorial Golf Classic on

Friday, April 1, at Indian River Preserve Golf Club and

The Great Outdoors Golf Club. Since 2011, the tournament

has raised more than $600,000.

The law firm Zumpano Patricios presented the 18–hole

scramble. JPMF hosted another sell–out crowd at this

year’s tournament and exceeded its fundraising goal of

$70,000, raising more than $75,000 to benefit The

Children’s Center (TCC), a service of Parrish Healthcare,

and one–stop childhood development resource center. TCC

provides a safe and healing environment for special needs

and typically developing children to learn and grow, along

with an array of health, education, and human services

under one roof.

The annual golf tournament lives on as a tribute to

Fran Gerrett’s longtime dedication to the community and

his favorite charity, The Children’s Center.

Gerrett, a former Parrish Medical Center materials

management director, was famous for saying, “It’s all

about the kids!”

“The continued outpouring of community and volunteer

support for the tournament, The Children’s Center and

honoring my father’s legacy is humbling,” said Leigh

Spradling, Fran’s daughter and tournament committee

member.

“On behalf of our family, I would like to extend our

thanks to the sponsors, committee, volunteers, course

partners and everyone that played a role in the extraordi-

nary success of the event. ‘It’s for the kids!’ as my dad

always said.”

l Event partners included Presenting sponsor Zumpano

Patricios. The Platinum–level sponsor was HHS; and the

Gold–level sponsors were MedFast Urgent Care Centers;

PuroClean Disaster Services; and Indian River Wealth

Management Group at UBS Wealth Management USA/

Susan Morse and Dan Levy.

l Silver–level sponsors included MIS–Medical Imaging

Solutions and Regions Bank. Bronze–level sponsors were:

Anderson Financial Partners Inc.; Certified Plumbing of

Brevard Inc.; Coastal Health Systems of Brevard; The

Coleman Group — Merrill; CP Rankin Inc. Roofing

Experts; CSI Leasing Inc.; Green Air Environmental of

Central Florida; Pure Bliss Spa; Howard W. Rinker,

D.D.S.; Christine Sylvester; Termine’s Specialty Supply of

Melbourne; Bill and Rachel Terry; and The Watauga

Company.

l Supporting–level sponsors included: Atlantic Busi-

ness Systems; BCER Engineering; The Broome Law Firm/

Chris & Kelley Broome; Carmona Pathology Associates,

P.A.; Herman and Joyce Cole; DePrince, Race & Zollo;

Florida Cardiovascular Association; Florida Health Care

Plans; George and Barbara Gee; Mary Haddad–Mauzy

Coldwell Banker Coast Realty; MEC General Contractors;

The Mikitarian Family; NexAir, LLC; Palm Point Behav-

ioral Health; Bryan Parry, MD Orthopedics; Ron Norris

Buick, GMC, Honda, Ford; Service One of Brevard LLC;

Greg and Kathy Sparkman & Allen and Diane Taylor

Families; Spectrum Reach; Terry and Barbara Terhune;

WFTV — WRDQ; and W&J Construction Corp.

l Par–Tee–level sponsors were: PuroClean Disaster

Services; Space Coast Credit Union; System Tech Services

Inc.; and St. Francis Reflections Lifestage Care.

l The breakfast sponsor was Firehouse Subs at Titus

landing.

l In–kind sponsors included: Aquarina Golf Inc.;

Backcast Charters; Brevard County Sheriff’s Office; Café

Paradiso; Dixie Crossroads Restaurant; Dogs ‘R’ Us; Duran

Golf Club; Durango’s Steakhouse; el Leoncito Cuban &

Mexican Restaurant; Vaneesha Greco; Hoffman’s Table;

Indian River Preserve Golf Club; Island Guys Detailing;

Moon Golf; Orleans Bistro; Paradise Grille; Parrish Health

& Fitness; Pier 220; Playalinda Brewing; Publix Super-

markets; Regions Bank; River Lanes; Leigh Spradling; The

Great Outdoors; The Blue Heron Restaurant; Total Wine;

and World of Golf Hall of Fame. Other generous sponsors

were recognized at the tournament.

“We are overjoyed by the tremendous support we

received this year, and are thrilled to have so many

organizations and community partners joining us to make

a difference in the vital work of The Children’s Center,”

said Greg Sparkman, tournament co–chair.

Taking home top honors were the men’s division first–

place teams of Todd Denson, Tim Fields, Mike Pavick and

Jason Snodgrass at Indian River Preserve Golf Club, and

Jack Burke, Tim Heath, Greg Messer, and Joe Porta at

The Great Outdoors.

The mixed division first–place teams included players

Billy Dortin, Tish Holley, Jason Holley and John Palmer at

Indian River Preserve and Amanda Cole, Chris Cole,

Herman Cole, and Joyce Cole at The Great Outdoors. The

foursome of Patricia McCarrick, Vivian Miller, Greta

Moran, and Terri Samaniego took top women’s division

honors at Indian River Preserve.

Kathy Myer and Greg Sparkman, event co–chairs, led

the tournament planning committee members that include

Santi Bulnes, Amy Craddock, Anita Currie, Jeff Riley,

Kathy Simonsen, Leigh Spradling, Kristina Weaver, and

Suzanne Yarbrough.

For more information about Jess Parrish Medical

Foundation, or to secure your 2023 event partnership

today, call the Foundation at (321) 269–4066 or visit

www.parrishmedfoundation.com/golf.

l About Zumpano Patricios

Zumpano Patricios is a full–service law firm headquar-

tered in Coral Gables. The law firm has offices in New

York City (Zumpano Patricios & Popok), Chicago

(Zumpano Patricios & Bresnahan, LLC), Salt Lake City

(Zumpano Patricios & Helsten), and Las Vegas (Zumpano

Patricios Popok & Helsten), as well as satellite office

arrangements in various parts of the globe.

Zumpano Patricios’ Health Law Department focuses its

practice on health–care litigation and regulatory matters,

regularly representing hospitals and hospital systems in

complex managed care litigation, as well as regulatory

matters. In today’s health–care environment where

providers constantly face challenges that could impact

their operations, including with respect to accreditation

and certification, reimbursement, and federal and state

regulatory action, the health law attorneys at Zumpano

Patricios are entrepreneurially focused and endeavor to

provide their clients with counsel and experience to meet

their needs.

The firm has been providing such services to Parrish

Medical Center since 2007.

l About The Children’s Center

The Children’s Center, an affiliate of Parrish

Healthcare, offers a variety of learning and early develop-

ment programs for area children. Located at 5650 South

U.S. 1 in Titusville, The Children’s Center consists of eight

local partner agencies working together to meet the needs

of children. The center annually serves nearly 2,000

children and their families. To learn more, visit The

Children’s Center at parrishchildrenscenter.com.

l About Jess Parrish Medical Foundation

Through philanthropy and volunteerism, JPMF

supports Parrish Medical Center’s mission of “healing

experiences for everyone all the time.” JPMF partners with

the community to raise funds that sustain and enhance

healthcare services in North Brevard County. Whether

caring for seniors or helping children reach their full poten-

tial, JPMF is helping improve, transform, and save lives.

l About Parrish Healthcare

Parrish Healthcare, America’s first Joint Commission

Integrated Care Certified network, includes: Parrish

Medical Center, a Mayo Clinic Care Network member and

one of the nation’s most recognized hospitals for clinical

quality, patient safety, and healing environments; Parrish

Medical Group, NCQA certified patient–centered medical

homes; and Florida Health Network, a coalition of health–

care providers, insurers and others working together to

improve quality and safety and lower healthcare costs on

behalf of individuals, families and businesses.
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Brevard businesses invited to Information Technology
Consortium and Career Fair on May 3 at Hotel Melby

By Lisa Fitz–Coy
lfitzcoy@careersourcebrevard.com
Digital Media & Content Strategist
CareerSource Brevard

ROCKLEDGE (April 11, 2022) —

CareerSource Brevard invites businesses

that are looking to find and train informa-

tion technology talent to its IT Consortium

and Career Fair from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on

Tuesday, May 3, at Hotel Melby in

downtown Melbourne.

The event is free to attend for both

businesses and job–seekers.

At the Consortium from 10–11:30 a.m.,

attendees will hear from employers,

educators, and community partners about:

l Making critical connections and

building relationships that support your

workforce needs

l Collaborating with other employers,

educators and partners for retention and

training opportunities for current employ-

ees

l Get invited to progress meetings

where your input can help identify new

issues and solutions to support your

industry

At the Career Fair from 11:30 a.m. to

1 p.m., businesses will gain access to

Brevard’s talent pipeline to fill current

entry–level IT positions.

Join CareerSource Brevard for this

important conversation and meet the

talent that will help your business grow.

Businesses interested in participating

should visit https://bit.ly/csb–it–consortium

to register. Booth space is limited.

For more information on the event,

contact Deserine Morgan, business liaison,

at dmorgan@careersourcebrevard.com or

(321) 394–0598.

l About CareerSource Brevard

CareerSource Brevard, formerly

Brevard Workforce, is a nonprofit, regional

public–private partnership under

CareerSource Florida. Workforce Boards

create local workforce development

systems through one–stop career centers

which combine multiple federal, state, and

local program funds, providing comprehen-

sive services, labor market information and

access to resources for businesses and

career seekers.

Visit www.careersourcebrevard.com or

call (321) 504–7600 for more information

about the services and resources.

Alluvionic awarded prestigious Gold Supply Chain Service
from Leonardo DRS; lands in top 10 of over 4,000 suppliers

MELBOURNE (April 20, 2022) —

Alluvionic Inc., a project management,

process improvement, cybersecurity,

product development and training services

firm, has achieved a superior supplier

performance rating from Leonardo DRS

Inc. and Leonardo S.pA.

Alluvionic earned recognition as a 2021

Leonardo Service Excellence Award Gold

Level recipient from Leonardo DRS.

For the 2021 performance period, 10

suppliers achieved either a gold or silver

level for operational excellence or service

excellence across the Leonardo DRS supply

base of over 4,000 suppliers.

Alluvionic was the only small business

selected to receive the gold level excellence

award for service. Awardees are deter-

mined by their demonstration and

dedication to the high–performance

standards necessary to meet Leonardo

customer expectations and remain

competitive in the global economy.

“At Alluvionic we have always believed

in doing the right things for the right

reasons and that drives how we support

our customers,” said Wendy Romeu,

president and CEO of Alluvionic. “We are

beyond honored to be recognized for service

excellence by our long–time customer

Leonardo DRS.”

Leonardo DRS is a leading provider of

defense products and technologies that are

used across land, air, sea, space, and cyber

domains. Its diverse array of defense

systems and solutions is offered to all

branches of the U.S. military, major

aerospace and defense prime contractors,

government intelligence agencies and

international military customers for

deployment on a wide range of military

platforms.

Leonardo DRS focuses its capabilities in

areas of critical importance to the U.S.

military, such as sensing, electronic

warfare and cybersecurity, network

computing, force protection and electrical

power and propulsion.

Zonta Club of Melbourne seeks applicants from Brevard
women for Klausman Scholarship; deadline set for May 15

MELBOURNE (April 19, 2022) — The Zonta Club of Melbourne is seeking applica-

tions for its annual Jane M. Klausman Scholarship. This scholarship is for Brevard

County women in at least their second year of college preparing for careers or leadership

positions in business or science and technology.

Applications can be downloaded at www.zonta.org. Once completed, applications

should be sent to Zonta Club of Melbourne, P.O. Box 417, Melbourne, Fla., 32902 or

emailed to zontaclub.melbourne.fl@gmail.com. The application deadline is May 15.
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stressors and spring and summer mortality events. Seeing

these results is a response in the right direction.”

Researchers hope to expand the study by increasing the

number of farms to provide a greater understanding of

how environment factors impact mortality rate and expand

the data set.

“These production relationships were from just one year

of data. We really need to look at this annually and

seasonally to really sink our teeth into it,” said Sturmer.

“Hopefully, we will garner additional funds to keep

working with these growers.”

For more information, you can view the full report on

the UF/IFAS Florida Shellfish Aquaculture website. This

research was conducted in tandem with market research

to help oyster farmers increase their regions of sale and

value of their product.

l About the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences

The mission of the University of Florida Institute of

Food and Agricultural Sciences (UF/IFAS) is to develop

knowledge relevant to agricultural, human, and natural

resources and to make that knowledge available to sustain

and enhance the quality of human life. With more than a

dozen research facilities, 67 county Extension offices, and

award–winning students and faculty in the UF College of

Agricultural and Life Sciences, UF/IFAS brings science–

based solutions to the state’s agricultural and natural

resources industries, and all Florida residents.

Visit the UF/IFAS website at ifas.ufl.edu, and follow

UF/IFAS on social media platforms at @UF_IFAS.

UF/IFAS oyster–monitoring project provides keen insight to spring mortalities
By Tory Moore
torymoore@ufl.edu
IFAS Communications
University of Florida

GAINESVILLE (March 29, 2022) — Florida’s oyster

industry has grown rapidly, but not without its share of

challenges. In recent years, Florida growers in certain

areas of the state have faced significant oyster mortalities

during the spring and early summer.

UF/IFAS researchers are on a mission to find answers

and make science–based recommendations for growers

with a monitoring program that began in 2020. Through

the program, supported by UF/IFAS SEEDIT research

funding, researchers analyzed two genetic stocks of oysters

grown at four farms in two oyster–farming areas in the

Panhandle.

“With more than 125 growers, the industry has grown

rapidly,” said Leslie Sturmer, UF/IFAS Extension and

Florida Sea Grant aquaculture specialist. “It’s amazing

how fast it has developed but growers have run into

production problems due to these mortalities and we want

to understand why this is happening.”

Over the past several years, growers in other regions

have also faced summer mortalities, but in Florida, this

event typically occurs in the spring. Because Florida

oysters grow so fast, growers lose them just as the oysters

are reaching market size. These losses stem from a

combination of environmental and physiological stressors.

“It’s extremely difficult to provide management

practices for this industry,” said Sturmer. “Growers are

continually planting and harvesting to meet market

demands. It’s hard to target that window of potential

threat in late spring or early summer and give advice as to

how to avoid large losses.”

Researchers monitored overall production at oyster

farms, water quality and abundance of phytoplankton —

which oysters need to consume to thrive. They also studied

the prevalence and severity of two common oyster ail-

ments, shell parasitism and dermo disease.

In the study, scientists found environmental factors

such as salinity, temperature and phytoplankton quanti-

ties strongly influence oyster performance. Elevated

salinity was associated with faster growth, but also higher

mortality, dermo disease, shell parasitism and reduced

oyster condition.

Scientists observed differing rates of mortality between

the two stocks of oysters used in the study. This indicates a

potential for development of oyster lines with higher

resistance to environmental stressors and Florida’s spring

mortalities.

“Our suggestion is for growers to monitor temperature

and salinity for site selection, but we are working with

oyster breeders at Auburn University and other universi-

ties to develop stocks that would thrive here in Florida,”

said Sturmer. “Mortality differences between the genetic

stocks demonstrate the potential for selective breeding

that would have a higher resistance to environmental

Florida Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers dedicating its Tallahassee headquarters
TALLAHASSEE (April 12, 2022) — The Florida

Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers is dedicating its

Tallahassee headquarters to Past President Jerry Berry, a

criminal defense attorney from Naples, who served the

organization in many roles for more than 25 years. A

renaming ceremony will be held at the office on Bronough

Street in Tallahassee at 11:30 a.m. on May 6.

Berry served as the president of the organization during

negotiations for, purchase of and remodeling of the

building. Berry, who has been practicing criminal law for

over 40 years, has represented more than a thousand

people charged with crimes — from DUI to first–degree

murder.

He is a member of the American Board of Criminal

Lawyers and American College of Trial Lawyers. Berry

has continuously been board certified in criminal law by

the Florida Bar since 1987. He also is a past president of

the Collier County Bar Association, past president and

founder of the Collier County Association of Criminal

Defense Attorneys, past board chairman of Innocence

Project Florida, and past chairman of the Academy of

Florida Trial Lawyers–Criminal Section.

Berry was instrumental in the early development of the

Collier County Chapter of FACDL; many credit him as the

leader who was able to bring together criminal defense

attorneys with varied practices to form the Chapter.

Berry eventually served on the board of directors of

FACDL, where he was membership committee chairman,

before becoming elected secretary in 1997. Berry became a

Life Member of the organization in 1999, and served on the

Long–range Planning Committee which undertook the

need for a Tallahassee office building. He then held every

executive office in FACDL before becoming president in

2001–2002.

From the Public Record of Brevard County Sheriff Wayne Ivey

1

Manley, Corrine

From: Bill Erfurth <bill@moderncityentertainment.com>

Sent: Saturday, June 16, 2018 10:01 AM

To: Bill Erfurth

Subject: Police Videos

Hey, how’s things? Some recent developments have come together about possibly turning the
Heroes Behind The Badge documentaries into a TV series. Without getting into too many details,
there is interest in setting up the series with a montage of real and dramatic police body camera, dash
cam, helicopter, etc captured video. I’m reaching out to you to see if you happen to have any, or are
aware of some highly dramatic, heroic, exemplary types of these videos? The more current the
videos the better, but amazing footage is always still amazing.

Hope all’s well. Any help would be great!

Thanks, Bill

Bill Erfurth | President

305-970-4898 | Bill@moderncityentertainment.com
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File photo

Timothy Michaud

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Depart-
ment there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’

John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’

Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd

at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’

Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith

to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT AN ONGOING HUMAN TRAFFICKER?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is a past president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955

Current Principal  Place of Business:

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955  

Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION, 
INC.

DOCUMENT# N36299

FEI Number: 59-3048626 Certificate of Status Desired:
Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL  32931  US

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Registered Agent Date

Officer/Director Detail :

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under 
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears 
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail Date

TIMOTHY MICHAUD

FILED
Feb 07, 2019

Secretary of State
0275169506CC

TOM WILLIAMSON DIRECTOR 02/07/2019

2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT

No

02/07/2019

Title S

Name NORONHA, DENZIL

Address 5575 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title DP

Name WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address 3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title T

Name GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address 2080 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

 

I did some research into Williamson and found some reviews on him on‐line and found some complaints on him
regarding him being involved in child abuse cases, not believing the children and putting them back into the
homes where they are being hurt.  I have attached the link for the reviews here:

 

http://www.ratemds.com/doctor‐ratings/2663145/Dr‐Jeffrey+M.‐WILLIAMSON‐ROCKLEDGE‐FL.html#Ratings

 

It just seems too coincidental to me and then to find out that Williamson’s license is under review by the
Department of Health for not reporting child abuse, medical billing fraud or conduct thorough interviews of
teachers, therapists, law enforcement, etc regarding domestic violence and did not report any suspected abuse
to Department of Children and Families as mandated by law (Case No. 2008‐19261).  Just this information alone
seems enough to me for CPT to not consider Williamson’s “feelings” in Riley Michaud’s allegations.  FYI – I sent
this information to Chuck as well but it was disregarded.  I wasn’t sure why until I conducted more searches on
Williamson and found that ironically, he is assigned as a provider under Chuck for the CPT.  I completely
understanding trusting those you work with; however, when you have a wealth of information opposing that
one person’s argument, coupled with the complaints on‐line with the Department of Health request for license
review, how can his feelings be held higher than others.  They should not have been included at all in my
opinion.  Again, I understand that I am not an expert in child abuse investigations, but being involved in
corruption investigations, this does look suspicious and like very biased behavior.  To be honest, until the
allegations against Williamson have been decided, it doesn’t look prudent to have him as a member of the CPT
offering expert opinions on areas that he is being judged against being in violation of, but that is my opinion.

 

I am forwarding you all of the reports that I sent Chuck in hopes that you will take an impartial look at the
information and notes that I have made.  I do believe that this young girl deserves to be given the benefit of the
doubt and we as mandatory reporters need to err on the side of the child in any case.  I hope that the abuse is
not happening.  But if the sexual abuse is not happening, there is definitely abuse happening as the mother is
purposely being kept away from her daughter for no reason as you can see in the order.  That alone is cause for
concern. 

 

I appreciate any assistance you can provide.  It is not my intention to diminish the work that Chuck does for CPT
at all.  He seems like a great guy and was very responsive to my requests, I just want to be sure that this child’s
best interests are being held in the fore front here.  Thanks again, Mr. Alexander.  Feel free to contact me at
843‐261‐4677 (cell) or 843‐654‐5492 (desk) at any time.

 

Wendy Dufford

Intelligence Analyst

FBI, Charleston, SC
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By Jane M. Orient, M.D.
doctorjaneorient@gmail.com

TUCSON, Ariz. (April 20, 2022 — There is only one

geometric normal: perpendicular, at a right (90–degree

angle).

If you are building a wall, check to be sure the wall is

normal (straight) with a plumb line. That’s a string with a

lead weight on it that always points to the center of the

earth and is perpendicular to the surface.

If the wall deviates to the right or to the left it is

unstable. It is easily knocked down and will bring down

whatever is attached to it.

The most famous abnormal building is the Leaning

Tower of Pisa. Built on an unstable foundation, it began to

lean very early, and huge expense has been incurred

through the centuries to keep it from falling over. At

present, 800 tons of lead bricks on one side of the building

serve as a counterweight. We can keep piling on lead

bricks, but the building will fall apart someday because of

the abnormal stresses on the masonry.

The tower is a great tourist attraction, but not useful as

a building — you can’t put furniture on the slanting floors.

Something as abnormal as that tower can be sustained,

but it requires constant application of force. Take away the

lead bricks, and the natural law of gravity brings the

structure down.

In society, norms may be based on how the majority of

people behave. Some variation is “normal.” Customs and

fashions change, but basic facts of biology and human

nature will reassert themselves if outside pressures to

conform to unnatural behavior are removed, unless too

much damage has been done.

It is not normal to wear a face mask and stay six feet

away from other human beings. As soon as the pressure is

removed, the students, even at a Woke university, are

maskless and interacting normally — talking, laughing,

hugging. Their natural immune systems are functioning

normally.

It is not normal to stay locked indoors. Without police

coercion, people will go out when they think it essential or

safe.

It is not normal to worry constantly about a virus that

in most people is no worse than the flu. Once the daily case

counts and death statistics stop, people may believe their

eyes and ears telling them that most people are ok. Unless

they have been turned into obsessive–compulsive

germophobes.

It is not normal for people to bully or exclude or malign

family members and friends who choose not to take a novel

experimental injection. That takes constant propaganda

portraying them as lifelong lepers. But once the mortar of

human relations is weakened, will the masonry crumble?

It is not normal for public health officials to have

dictatorial powers to wreck normal human activities, for

years after an apparent emergency ends. It is not normal

for officials, academics, medical societies, and doctors to

suppress information about preventive measures (such as

vitamin D and betadine or hydrogen peroxide mouthwash)

or early out–patient treatment with repurposed drugs long

approved as safe. It is not normal to deny care to

unvaccinated patients. It is not normal to cover up adverse

effects of new treatments. Censorship and extraordinary

repression are required, at least until terrified people get

used to their constrained lives and lose their will to resist.

The attempt to establish a new normal and smash the

old goes far beyond the pandemic measures. It is a biologic

fact that there are two sexes, and that one male and one

female gamete (sperm and egg) are needed to make a new

human being. It is normal for men and women to be

attracted to each other and to long for a stable union. It is

normal for parents, children, and biological relatives to

love and be loyal to each other. Infidelity and betrayal are

tragedies in world literature and common motives for

murder.

But imperfect as these societal structures are, there is

one normal and there are many abnormals. If not two

natural sexes, there is a constantly multiplying number of

humanly constructed genders. If not one man/one woman

marriage, there are many variable relationships of

atomized individuals.

If we throw away our plumb line, and try to normalize

what is unprecedented or until recently thought deviant,

what will happen to our structure? The experts think they

can redo our psyches and even re–engineer our DNA. We

are being subjected to a massive, uncontrolled, non–

consented experiment. Past societies may have had

dictatorship by a self–appointed health priesthood or

pervasive homosexuality, transgenderism, and promiscu-

ity. Where are they now?

If we let the experts prevail, will we have a brave new

happy transhuman utopia? Or a pile of rubble?

l About the Author

Jane M. Orient obtained her undergraduate degrees in

chemistry and mathematics from the University of Arizona

in Tucson, and her M.D. degree from Columbia University

College of Physicians and Surgeons, in 1974. She is the

editor of AAPS News, the Doctors for Disaster Prepared-

ness Newsletter, and Civil Defense Perspectives, and is the

managing editor of the “Journal of American Physicians

and Surgeons.”

In society, norms may be based on how majority of people behave; but it’s not normal to wear a face mask
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Free Enterprise Project confront group that wants classroom teachers to discuss sex with young students

By Judy Kent
jkent@nationalcenter.org
and David W. Almasi
dalmasi@nationalcenter.org
National Center for Public Policy Research

WASHINGTON (April 19, 2022) — When

confronted today by investor activists with the Free

Enterprise Project (FEP), U.S. Bancorp CEO Andy

Cecere doubled down on the company’s sponsorship

of the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), a group

which has vocally opposed a Florida anti–grooming

law that protects young students from inappropriate

sexual discussions within the classroom.

FEP’s Ethan Peck submitted the following

question at the company’s annual shareholder

meeting, which was held virtually today:

U.S. Bancorp is a corporate partner of the Human

Rights Campaign (HRC), which has lobbied ruth-

lessly against Florida’s anti–grooming legislation

preventing teachers from speaking to children as

young as 4 years old about sex and sexuality. In

sponsoring HRC, U.S. Bancorp is then, in effect,

using its shareholders’ assets to fund efforts to

indoctrinate young children with radical gender

ideology.

Do you believe it’s acceptable for teachers to

discuss sex with kindergarteners? If not, will you

end U.S. Bancorp’s sponsorship of HRC given its

deeply disturbing agenda?

Since Cecere didn’t take shareholder questions

directly — as would be customary at an in–person

annual meeting — the questions were prescreened

and rewritten before being “read” and answered,

allowing Cerere to deflect:

I’m gonna paraphrase a question that just came

in from the line. And the question is: U.S. Bank is a

corporate partner of the Human Rights Campaign,

which has taken an active stance on gender educa-

tion in schools. Why does U.S. Bank support HRC?

I respond to say that we at U.S. Bank prize

diversity, and support and work with a number of

different organizations across the company, includ-

ing the Human Rights Campaign. And it is a focus of

ours as the way we run our business.

“Clearly Cecere made an effort to avoid the PR

nightmare that Disney is currently — and deserv-

edly — facing, but he was more committed to

pledging his allegiance to HRC,” responded Peck

after the meeting. “In intentionally not addressing

our concern about grooming, and then doubling

down on U.S. Bancorp’s support for HRC, it’s fair to

assume that Cecere and the U.S Bancorp board see

no issue with teachers discussing sex with kinder-

gartners and will continue to reallocate shareholder

assets to professional groomers.”

“Cecere and his team are frauds,” added FEP

Director Scott Shepard. “We didn’t ask about

generalized support for the HRC. We explicitly

detailed ways in which HRC is pushing corporations

to oppose laws favored by the vast majority of

Americans, and lying about every aspect of the law.

Support for HRC is support for aggressive

fraudulence. And the way the company mangled our

question is further fraudulence — fraud against the

shareholders who had gathered in this annual

meeting and deserved a full answer to the question

asked.

“Fraud against shareholders is illegal,” continued

Shepard. “Spending shareholder assets to fund

organizations that are so disgraceful that their

behavior is too appalling to bring up in front of

shareholders is illegal and disgraceful. U.S. Bancorp

must either stop funding the mendacious HRC or

explain its position on the Florida law, the Equality

Act and other legislation HRC supports and then lies

about corporations supporting. If not, it has

breached its duties to shareholders in ways that

shareholders can and must respond to vigorously.”

Conservative investors can learn how to oppose

leftism in corporate America by downloading FEP’s

new “Balancing the Boardroom” guide. Another

publication, the “Investor Value Voter Guide,” will

be released this week.

Today’s meeting marks the seventh time FEP has

participated in a shareholder meeting in 2022.

Launched in 2007, the National Center’s Free

Enterprise Project focuses on shareholder activism,

the preservation of free markets that respect

shareholder and other property rights, and the

confluence of big government and big business. Over

the past four years alone, FEP representatives have

participated in over 100 shareholder meetings —

advancing free–market ideals about health care,

energy, taxes, subsidies, regulations, religious

freedom, food policies, media bias, gun rights,

workers’ rights and other important public policy

issues.

As the leading voice for conservative–minded

investors, it annually files more than 90 percent of

all right–of–center shareholder resolutions. Dozens

of liberal organizations, however, annually file more

than 95 percent of all policy–oriented shareholder

resolutions and continue to exert undue influence

over corporate America. FEP also lodges lawsuits in

defense of shareholder rights and free markets,

participates in regulatory proceedings and contrib-

utes to legislative and regulatory reform aimed at

reining in out–of–control corporate executives,

protecting the corporate world for people of all

viewpoints and backgrounds and pushing corporate

America back to its genius and its job: business, not

left–wing activism.

FEP activity has been covered by media outlets

including the New York Times, Washington Post,

USA Today, Variety, the Associated Press,

Bloomberg, Drudge Report, Business Insider,

National Public Radio and SiriusXM. FEP’s work

was prominently featured in Wall Street Journal

writer Kimberley Strassel’s 2016 book “The Intimi-

dation Game: How the Left is Silencing Free Speech”

(Hachette Book Group).

The National Center for Public Policy Research,

founded in 1982, is a non–partisan, free–market,

independent conservative think–tank. Ninety–four

percent of its support comes from individuals, less

than four percent from foundations and less than

two percent from corporations. It receives over

350,000 individual contributions a year from over

60,000 active recent contributors. Contributions are

tax–deductible and may be earmarked for the Free

Enterprise Project. Sign up for email updates at

https://nationalcenter.org/subscribe.

Follow on Twitter at @FreeEntProject and

@NationalCenter for general announcements. To be

alerted to upcoming media appearances by National

Center staff, follow its media appearances on its

Twitter account at @NCPPRMedia.
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Group Plans for Small & Large Employers

321-253-2662

ACA Certified Agents

Intercoastal Insurance provides business solutions with a
service oriented approach for small and large employers.
We have specialized in group insurance products for over
39 years. We have the experience and the partnerships
needed to provide you and your group the most competitive
rates and benefits available.

690 Eau Gallie Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32935
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By Kymi Franklin
Communications Director
Space Coast Association of Realtors

PALM SHORES (April 14, 2022) — On Saturday,

April 2, the Space Coast Association of Realtors hosted

the 2022 Project Prom community event.

At the beginning of March, the Space Coast Associa-

tion of Realtors Community Outreach Committee started

collecting gently used formal attire. The outreach from

the community was incredible.

The goal was to assure all local students had the

opportunity to go and enjoy their special dances and have

the most memorable prom night possible. We want the

students to look and feel their best and enjoy making

these traditional high school memories.

“When the School Board first reached out asking if we

would consider hosting this event since there hasn’t been

a prom in the past couple of years, we knew we had to

make it happen for the students in our community,” said

Melissa Goldman, chairperson of the Space Coast

Association of Realtors Government Affairs Committee.

During Project Prom, Brevard County school students

had the opportunity to receive fashionable prom outfits,

for free. Teens came and chose from over 500 gently used

dresses, 200 pairs of shoes, a selection of accessories, ties,

belts, suits, and tuxes. With the support of our remark-

able community, the students were also able to receive

mini makeovers, including styled hair, haircuts, and

makeup. Free corsage and boutonniere vouchers,

refreshments, and photographs were also included on the

day of the event.

“The event turned out better than we could have

imagined. The highlight of my day was parents coming

up and thanking us for hosting the event, they weren’t

sure how they would have afforded for their child to

attend if we didn’t offer the Project Prom event” said

Samantha Selig, chairperson of the Space Coast Associa-

tion of Realtors Community Outreach Committee.

“Our members, community donors, volunteers, and

partnerships are the heroes of this event. All items from

dresses and suits, shoes, ties, jewelry, and accessories

come from the generosity of individuals as well as local

businesses. The strength of the event is found in its

volunteers. From steaming hundreds of dresses, setting

up, tearing down and everything in between, our

volunteers are what made this event shine.”

Said Jim Britton, president of the Space Coast

Association of Realtors: “We were optimistic and looked

forward to welcoming as many young people as we could

during the 2022 Project Prom. We were not quite sure

how this day would pan out after not having the event

the past couple of years but The Space Coast Association

of Realtors Community Outreach Committee, along with

the Association members really stepped up and made

such a remarkable project, a reality. We look forward to

providing this event for our Brevard County students for

years to come.”

He added, “Our hope is the community will continue

with their remarkable support and our students will

know, that prom is one stressor they certainly will not

have to worry about. We want them to know that they’ll

be able to focus on making the best memories they can

while we take care of the rest. We look forward to

watching this event flourish.”

Since 1959, the Space Coast Association of Realtors

has been a professional trade association that provides

services to the local Realtor community. Its membership

base is comprised of more than 4,500 Realtors and

Business Partner members that service Brevard County

and adhere to a strict Code of Ethics.

Association of Realtors hosts Project Prom event, community donors, volunteers, partners make it big success

Eastern Florida State College Foundation elects Mikolajczyk to its board of directors
COCOA (April 14, 2022) — The Eastern Florida State College Foundation recently elected Mark Mikolajczyk to serve

on its board of directors. An active member of the community, Mikolajczyk is the director of internal operations at Craig

Technologies, where he has been employed since 2011.

Craig Technologies supports projects from concept to real–world applications for a variety of mission–critical systems.

Before this, Mikolajczyk worked for more than 29 years in the media field in production operations and manufactur-

ing, with the early startup days of “USA Today.” He served as senior vice president of operations for the newspaper

division of Gannett Co. Inc. before joining “Florida Today” in 2006.

He will serve alongside board members including Moses Harvin II (board chairman), Michael Scialdone (vice chair-

man), Judy Healy (treasurer), Stephanie Bergsieker, Adam Bird, Randy Coleman, Sherry Covell, Trizia Ginarella

Eavenson, Dr. Edgar Figueroa, Dan Kelley, Thomas LaFlore, Mel Mills, Dave Lightholder, Pam Persse, Bill Row,

Natasha Spencer, Ryan Wilkins and Dr. Jim Richey.

For more information about the Eastern Florida State College Foundation, call (321) 433–7055.
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Cardiac team at Rockledge Regional Medical Center performs
the 100th noninvasive cardiac treatment to reduce risk of stroke

from AF have a five times greater risk of

stroke than those with normal heart

rhythms.

“Improving the overall health of my

patients is the goal, and the goal of our

cardiac team,” said Dr. Watts. “The

WATCHMAN allows us to improve the

quality of life for those suffering from non–

valvular atrial fibrillation, giving them the

opportunity to reduce medication use and

reduce their likelihood of suffering from the

possible devastating effects of a stroke.

Implanting the 100th
 
device shows our

team’s commitment to excellence and to

the health of those in our community.”

He added, “I thank the entire cardiac

team at Rockledge Regional Medical

Center for providing the latest technology

and compassionate care to all our patients.”

The team includes Dr. Porur

Somasundaram, electrophysiologist, and

Dr. Ravi Rao, cardiologist.

For more information on the cardiac

services provided at Rockledge Regional

Medical Center, visit rockledgeregional.org/

services–directory/cardiology.

Steward Health Care’s footprint in

Brevard and Indian River counties includes

more than 300 providers, ranging from

primary care and women’s health to

orthopedics and other specialty services. To

find a health–care provider, visit

providers.steward.org.

Marcus & Millichap handle sale of Holiday Inn Express in
West Melbourne; the 100–room hotel was built in 2018

resilience since the start of the pandemic.

Due to positive trends and strong funda-

mentals, the competitive buyers valued

this hotel beyond what any historical

metric would justify,” said Hunter.

Holiday Inn Express & Suites is

conveniently located off major thorough-

fares, including U.S. Highway 192 and

Interstate I–95. Built in 2018, the property

amenities include an onsite business

center, 24–hour fitness center, heated

outdoor pool and whirlpool, shuttle service,

a meeting space, and laundry facilities.

Holiday Inn Express & Suites in West

Melbourne is located at 2255 W. Coastal

Lane.

l About Marcus & Millichap Inc.

Marcus & Millichap Inc. is a leading

brokerage firm specializing in commercial

real estate investment sales, financing,

research, and advisory services with offices

throughout the United States and Canada.

As of Dec. 31, 2021, the company had 1,994

investment sales and financing profession-

als in 82 offices who provide investment

brokerage and financing services to sellers

and buyers of commercial real estate. The

company also offers market research,

consulting, and advisory services to clients.

Marcus & Millichap closed 13,255 transac-

tions in 2021, with a sales volume of

roughly $84.4 billion.

By Cathy Pague
cathy.pague@steward.org>
Director of Marketing
Space Coast
Steward Health Care

ROCKLEDGE (April 14, 2022) — The

electrophysiology team at Rockledge

Regional Medical Center, led by Stephen

Watts, M.D., electrophysiologist, have

successfully completed a WATCHMAN

implantation on the team’s 100th patient.

This milestone, achieved last week,

began with the team’s first implant in July

of 2019, affording patients suffering from

non–valvular atrial fibrillation (AF) the

opportunity to reduce or eliminate their

use of blood thinners.

WATCHMAN is a permanent device

designed to close the left atrial appendage

keeping harmful blood clots from entering

the blood stream, reducing the risk of a

stroke for patients with non–valvular AF.

This one time minimally invasive

procedure offers a lifetime of hope to those

living with non–valvular AF giving

patients an alternative to the lifelong use of

blood thinners. AF is a heart condition

where the upper chambers of the heart

beat fast in an irregular rhythm. AF is the

most common cardiac arrhythmia affecting

up to six million people, and those suffering

By Princess Pitts Pierre
princess.pitts@marcusmillichap.com
Public Relations Specialist
Marcus & Millichap

WEST MELBOURNE (March 21, 2022)

— Marcus & Millichap (NYSE: MMI), a

leading commercial real estate brokerage

firm specializing in investment sales,

financing, research, and advisory services,

announced today the sale of Holiday Inn

Express & Suites, a four–story, 100–room

property located in West Melbourne.

“This transaction clearly represented

the out–of–state demand for Florida hotels.

Our top eight offers came from eight

different states,” said Leo Reilly, invest-

ment associate in the Marcus & Millichap

Fort Lauderdale office. “The sale process

also helped reinforce our suspicion that the

current value premium extends to hotels

driven by corporate demand and leisure.”

Reilly, along with Robert Hunter and

Scott Havericak, had the exclusive listing

to market the property on behalf of the

seller, a limited liability company. Reilly

and Hunter also procured the buyer, a

limited liability company based in Massa-

chusetts.

“Like much of the state of Florida, the

Space Coast is high growth and has shown

Evening of Hope
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Americans for Prosperity Action Florida backs eight House, five Senate candidates, including Sen. Debbie Mayfield

By Ciara Kennedy–Mercer
ckennedymercer@afpaction.com
Americans for Prosperity

TALLAHASSEE (April 18, 2022) — Americans for

Prosperity Action Florida (AFP Action FL) announced the

organization’s first round of endorsements for candidates

seeking election to the Florida legislature. The list

includes eight House candidates and five Senate candi-

dates.

The organization will leverage a range of tactics,

including the country’s largest grassroots outreach and

mobilization capability, a full–time dedicated staff, and

trained volunteers to educate and mobilize voters to

support endorsed candidates.

“AFP Action Florida and our grassroots activists are

ready and engaged to support candidates who champion

policies that promote growth and opportunity in Florida

and improve people’s lives,” said AFP Action Senior

Advisor Skylar Zander.

“We will be active across the state, knocking on doors

and making calls during the coming months, right up to

Election Day.”

AFP Action Florida endorses the following candidates:

l Rep. Paul Renner (HD–19)

During his time in the Florida House of Representa-

tives, Renner has been a leader in ending corporate

welfare, improving education, and protecting Florida

taxpayers. He was the lead sponsor of legislation to end

Enterprise Florida and to add more oversight of commu-

nity redevelopment agencies. Renner has been an

advocate for students through his support for the Florida

Tax Credit Scholarship Program. On health care, Renner

has advocated for greater access and lower prices as a lead

advocate for “Right to Shop” legislation and certificate of

need reform.

l Rep. Stan McClain (HD–27)

McClain is a champion for better education. As a

member of the Education Committee, McClain supported

policies that improve our education system by giving

parents greater opportunities to choose an education that

matches their children’s unique needs, including charter

schools and virtual programs. McClain was a cosponsor of

HB 7051, related to Postsecondary Education changes. He

also advocated for reducing counterproductive regulations

through reforms to occupational licensing, telehealth, and

scope of practice laws. McClain supported multiple tax

reduction bills and voted to require a supermajority for

tax increases.

l Rep. Mike Giallombardo (HD–79)

Giallombardo has been a champion of legislation and

policies that remove barriers to individual success and

wellbeing. He voted for education bills to expand school

choice and charter schools. He voted to expand health–

care access by expanding telehealth and reforming scope

of practice to allow medical professionals to work to their

training. Further, he is the sponsor of legislation to reduce

burdensome and unnecessary regulations on certain

home–based businesses.

l Rep. Bob Rommel (HD–81)

Rommel has been a consistent supporter of efforts to

improve health–care options for Floridians. Over multiple

legislative sessions he supported efforts to expand the

scope of practice for physician assistants to give health

care consumers more options at lower costs. He also voted

to expand direct primary care, reform certificate of need

requirements that artificially limit competition and choice

and drive up costs, and expand telehealth programs.

Rommel has been a leader on occupational licensing

reform to remove unnecessary barriers to work. As a

leader on fiscal policy, Rommel sponsored multiple bills

that seek to make it more difficult to raise taxes.

l Rep. Lauren Melo (HD–82)

During her time in the State House, Melo has worked

to break down regulatory and legal barriers to give people

greater opportunities to succeed. She was the prime

sponsor of legislation that would increase the ability of

businesses to work with independent contractors and a

supporter of legislation that would dramatically expand

the ability to create home–based businesses.

l Rep. Tom Fabricio (HD–110)

As a freshman member of the legislature,Fabricio

worked to create and expand health care opportunities for

Florida residents, including telehealth services that

proved critical to people during the COVID crisis. An

advocate for children and parents, Fabricio voted in

support of expanding school choice and charter school

programs. Additionally, he supports increasing educa-

tional opportunities to allow access for all children.

l Rep. Alex Rizo (HD–112)

Rizo’s professional experience as a charter school

principal and education consultant provides the state

legislature with real–life experience to help reform and

improve our state’s education system. During his short

time in the legislature, Rizo has championed health care

reforms in telehealth to expand access and scope of

practice to allow health–care professionals to work to their

full training. He has also supported legislation that would

make it harder to implement a top–down, government–

run “single–payer” health–care system.

l Rep. Juan Fernandez–Barquin (HD–118)

Fernandez–Barquin supports expanding the power of

parents to choose an education approach that is best for

their children’s specific needs through education savings

accounts and charter school programs. He is an advocate

of expanding consumer choice in the health–care market

to increase access and lower costs. He was the prime

sponsor of a bill to allow pharmacists a greater ability to

administer vaccines, and bills to expand the scope of

practice for licensed optometrists.

l Rep. Keith Perry (SD–09)

Few lawmakers have been as impactful in the Florida

criminal justice reform space as Perry. From his position

on the Criminal Justice Committee, Perry has been a

consistent voice for juvenile justice reforms and has been a

co–sponsor and advocated for nearly every major criminal

justice reform bill in the state. Perry has sponsored

multiple bills to reduce the impact of onerous occupational

licensing laws that require a government “permission

slip” to work and limit opportunities for many people

seeking a job or wishing to start a business.

l Sen. Debbie Mayfield (SD–19)

As the Senate Majority Leader, Mayfield advanced

educational freedom bills through the Florida Senate. She

has been a positive voice for expanding access to afford-

able care through telehealth reforms, allowing health–

care professionals to work to their training, removing

barriers to new services and care, and expanding direct

primary care.

l Sen. Ray Rodrigues (SD–33)

Rodrigues has been a champion of efforts to expand

telehealth and scope–of–practice reform that allows

health–care professionals to work to their training. He is

an opponent of corporate welfare programs and opposed

the creation of a new corporate welfare fund. Rodriguez

courageously voted against funding “Visit Florida,” a

corporate welfare program disguised as a tourism

program.

l Sen. Manny Diaz Jr. (SD–39)

Diaz has been a champion for Florida taxpayers. Not

only has he voted to reduce taxes, but he also voted for

legislation requiring a supermajority of lawmakers to

increase state taxes. On health care, Diaz, who serves as

chairman of the Health Policy Committee, sponsored

multiple bills to expand options and lower consumer costs

ranging from scope of practice reform to telehealth. He

was also the lead sponsor of legislation to require a

supermajority to pass single–payer health care.

l Sen. Ana Maria Rodriguez (SD–40)

Rodriguez has been a valuable voice in efforts to

remove unnecessary and burdensome regulations. She

was a lead sponsor of a Red Tape Reduction bill and was

an advocate for business protections during COVID–19.

Rodriguez understands the need for a balanced approach

to energy and was the lead sponsor of two comprehensive

energy reform bills that are potential models for requiring

state legislative approval for future greenhouse gas

regulations.

l About Americans for Prosperity Action Florida

During the 2020 election cycle, AFP Action supported

candidates nationwide with more than 8.5 million

telephone calls, 1.5 million door knocks, and more than

49 million pieces of mail. AFP Action has unmatched

direct voter outreach capability supported by a world–

class data operation.

AFP Action is a 527 political action committee,

registered with the Florida division of elections, focused on

electing candidates who will drive policy change and

facilitate the building of broad policy coalitions that

remove barriers to opportunity and help people improve

their lives. The organization has a strong, permanent

grassroots presence, including highly motivated activists

who volunteer during the election season by making

telephone calls and knocking on doors in support of policy

champions.
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Please see Uniform Mart, page 19

Uniform Mart at Melbourne Shopping Center to mark Nurses’ Week with
store discounts, new spring arrivals; run by businesswoman Jennifer Zimak
By Ken Datzman

Retail sales this year, especially in March, show that

consumers have maintained their ability to spend in the

face of inflation and supply–chain issues.

The strength of consumer spending is carrying the

economy right now, economists say.

And retail customers are fast returning to physical

stores around the nation. Physical retail is flexing its

muscle in 2022 and will continue to attract shoppers for

the foreseeable future, according to Forrester Research Inc.

Seventy–two percent of U.S. retail sales will occur in

brick–and–mortar stores in 2024.

“We are doing fantastic. Our spring inventory is

arriving. Walk–in retail is back in a big way at our store,”

said businesswoman Jennifer Zimak, owner of Uniform

Mart on Babcock Street in the Melbourne Shopping

Center, just south of Melbourne High School.

“We’re grateful and appreciative of our customers for

their support over many years. I believe a lot of people still

like the one–on–one relationship that a brick–and–mortar

retailer provides. Customers like to touch and feel the

products, and they like to try them on, fitting and sizing,

and see if the style is right for them.”

Uniform Mart is gearing up to celebrate National

Nurses’ Week, May 6–12. National Nurses’ Week is

supported by the American Nurses Association.

“We mark National Nurses’ Week every year with store

discounts to show our appreciation for not only registered

nurses, but also for licensed practical nurses, nurse

practitioners, nursing assistants, student nurses, and

home–health aides, as well as other health–care profes-

sionals,” she said.

Uniform Mart offers a 20 percent discount on most

items during National Nurses’ Week.

“Nurses are on the front lines delivering health care

every day, around the clock,” said Zimak. “National

Nurses’ Week is a special time to recognize them for their

work.”

Heading into the pandemic, women businessowners

like Zimak were the fastest–growing sector of entrepre-

neurs in America.

They owned nearly 13 million businesses, employed

9.4 million workers, and generated $1.9 trillion in annual

revenue, according to the National Women’s Business

Council.

The more than 30–year–old independent Uniform Mart

has relationships with a range of vendors in its industry,

and some are giving them exclusive merchandise to sell.

“A lot of the vendors we work with are now coming out

with one or two styles that are not available on Amazon

and are only sold through physical retail stores. That helps

small–business retailers like us,” she said.

Zimak added, “We work directly with vendors and their

warehouses. We do not use third parties.”

Like many other small–business owners in Brevard,

Zimak has been touting the phrase “buy local” to help

boost the economy. “Supporting local businesses has a

direct impact on the economy and on employment,” she

said. “It’s very simple: shop local and help the Brevard

economy.”

A growing body of research is proving something that

many people already know: “small–scale, locally owned

businesses create communities that are more prosperous,

entrepreneurial, connected and generally better off across

a wide range of metrics,” according to the Institute for

Local Self–Reliance, a 52–year–old nonprofit.

Zimak’s full–service business is a one–stop uniform and

accessory shop catering to a host of professionals in various

occupations. Uniform Mart’s slogan is: “We Dress The

Pros.” It also sells a range of accessories including stetho-

scopes and blood–pressure monitoring devices.

The store specializes in uniforms for medical, health

care and emergency services, food service and the hospital-

ity industry, and more.

Uniform Mart sells scrubs, laboratory coats, chef wear,

and does custom embroidery. It also sells all types of work

shoes. But uniforms lead the way in sales, recently paced

by a brand called Healing Hands.

Zimak said uniforms that have “stretch fabric” and

“moisture–wicking capability” are popular with health–

care professionals and other workers in occupations that

require frequent movement.

“When you are working with patients in a health–care

setting, for example, you need to have that full range of

motion and be able to stretch and still be comfortable, and

also keep dry,” she said.

“Fabric functionality is really important. One of the

brands that we are excited about is Healing Hands. The

Healing Hands fabric is outstanding. We are seeing strong

sales of that brand at Uniform Mart.”

Zimak added that Healing Hands has also launched a

scrub line called Onyx. The Onyx collection features an

“exclusive rayon–nylon–spandex four–way stretch fabric

blend that is luxuriously smooth, soft, and breathable.”

In 1997, its founder, Bansi Lakhani, was only 42 years

old when he suffered a massive heart attack. Recovering

from open–heart surgery, he was struck by two things: The

critical role of his nurses, whom he called his “healing

angels,” and the “stiff, scratchy, ill–fitting boxy uniforms”

they wore.

The idea for Healing Hands was born from his hospital

bed, but was put on the backburner as Lakhani worked to

regain his health and resume his role as CEO of Krazy Kat

Sportswear, in the garment district of New York. It wasn’t

until 2008 when he launched Healing Hands.

Uniform Mart, an independent full–service retail store on South Babcock Street in Melbourne, has seen solid first–quarter sales as
consumers are again flocking to brick–and–mortar outlets. Uniform Mart, owned by businesswoman Jennifer Zimak, has served the
community for more than three decades. From left: Maureen Dohnken, sales associate; Zimak; and Ross Topper, sales associate.
Uniform Mart will celebrate National Nurses Week (May 6–12) with store discounts.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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Please see Space Coast Discovery Academy for Promising Futures, page 21

Space Coast Discovery moves forward with plans to build a new three–story
science center; register for ‘Cycle Jam for the Kids’ May 7 at Gleason Park
By Ken Datzman

There is a need for a new cutting–edge science center in

Brevard County and one longtime educational institution

plans to fill that niche.

The nonprofit Space Coast Discovery Academy for

Promising Futures is marking its 35th year in 2022, with

ambitious plans to build a three–story science center in the

area.

The school on Dairy Road in Melbourne was formally

known as Space Coast Early Intervention Center. The

recent name change reflects the organization’s mission for

academic growth as it evolves over the next few years into

a full elementary school for both typically developing

students and children with learning differences.

Space Coast Discovery’s long–term plans even include a

high school. It has been experiencing strong enrollment

growth and currently has 133 students, way up from a

year ago.

BRPH Inc., an architectural and engineering firm in

Melbourne, is working with the Space Coast Discovery

science center committee on the proposed project.

“BRPH took our rough ideas and created an incredible

rendering of the type of facility we have in mind,” said

Terri Clark, Space Coast Discovery’s executive director.

“The committee members were excited when they saw the

rendering.”

Space Coast Discovery is looking for someone to donate

about 20 acres of land to build the facility on. “There are all

types of naming and donor opportunities for this project.

The science center will be a community asset. Our growing

county is big enough to support it. The nearest science

center is in Orlando,” she said.

To support the continuing growth and basic needs at its

campus, Space Coast Discovery will be hosting its 13th

annual “Cycle Jam for the Kids” on Saturday, May 7, at

Gleason Park in Indian Harbour Beach. The event is from

7 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Cycle Jam is a non–competitive bike ride. The program

generally attracts about 150 riders. There are various

routes available, including an 11–mile ride along South

Tropical Trail and a 33–mile ride to the Flutie Athletic

Complex.

“We are excited about our 13th Jam for the Kids,” said

Jim Clamons, the committee chairman. “Riders will be

going out again from Gleason Park. It will be a beautiful

scenic ride. This is a great way to exercise and enjoy the

outdoors while helping Space Coast Discovery.”

And there will be a police–escorted Family Ride in the

neighborhood on the east side of Gleason Park. “And new

this year is a Pond Ride for children. It will be a ride

around the pond at Gleason Park. The youngsters will be

supported by the Parent Activity Group,” said Clamons, a

retired L3Harris engineer and community volunteer.

Registration for Cycle Jam is at

www.registercyclejam.com. “Last year we had our first

Cycle Jam held at Gleason Park and the feedback from the

riders was excellent,” he said. “They loved the routes, and

it was well–supported. We’re hoping to see a spike in

registrations in the next few days.”

“We have many volunteers who help with this event,”

said Clark. “Jim heads up a committee that does an

amazing job organizing Cycle Jam. We have great hopes

for this year’s event.”

Cycle Jam is part of the Florida Cycling Across America

Tour Series, or CAMM. It is the Southeast’s largest cycling

organization and coordinates riding events in Florida and

around the nation.

Clark said planning for the science center began more

than a year ago.

“We traveled to different children’s museums and

science centers across the state even before we formed a

committee to study the idea,” she said.

“The one facility that we really liked was in Fort

Lauderdale — the Museum of Discovery and Science. We

told them about our idea for a science center and they

provided us with valuable insight and information on how

to proceed, since this is our first undertaking of such a

project.”

Located in the heart of downtown Fort Lauderdale, the

Museum of Discovery and Science features 150,000 square

feet of science exhibits, an outdoor science park, a rotating

schedule of science shows, learning laboratories, café, and

store.

It also has a grand atrium showcasing its signature

exhibit: the “Great Gravity Clock.” The clock is 52–feet tall

and is the “biggest kinetic energy sculpture in Florida.”

More than 450,000 people visit the museum annually.

It serves over 90,000 students on school–sponsored field

trips. Its doors are open to everyone: individuals and

families with physical and emotional disabilities, and

disparities in education and economic status.

Joseph Cox is the president and chief executive officer

at the Museum of Discovery and Science, a private

nonprofit entity governed by a board of trustees. “He gave

us some great ideas,” said Clark. Before his position in

Fort Lauderdale, Cox was the founding executive director

of the Golisano Children’s Museum in Naples, on Florida’s

West Coast.

“At all the museums we visited in the state, the

directors and leaders were very open to sharing ideas,”

Clark said. “They entertained phone calls and answered

questions. Museum directors understand the value that

these types of facilities bring to communities.”

Clark said Space Coast Discovery’s science center will

have three floors. The top floor will include a planetarium.

Space Coast Discovery plans to build a new science center and is seeking a 20–acre donation on which to build the cutting–edge concept.
BRPH Inc. took the ideas of committee members and put them into a design. Terri Clark, executive director of Space Coast Discovery, and
others, traveled around the state visiting with science center directors. From left: Susan Harmon, Clark, Ryder McConahie, Jim Clamons,
Gustav Smith, Logan Peck, Sue Bryant, Aaron Almestica, Cade Roark, Sandy Withers, and Eli Swingle, on bike.
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Companions and Animals for Reform and
Equity receives grant from Maddie’s Fund

By Sharon Fletcher
fletcher@maddiesfund.org
Maddie’s Fund

PLEASANTON, Calif. (April 20, 2022) — Maddie’s

Fund, a national family foundation established by Dave

and Cheryl Duffield to revolutionize the status and well–

being of companion animals, announced today a $1.7 mil-

lion grant awarded to Companions and Animals for

Reform and Equity (CARE).

This three–year grant will support the expansion of

their CARE Centers by adding five to 10 centers each year.

CARE is a national nonprofit whose mission is to

prioritize and amplify Black, Indigenous and People of

Color (BIPOC) voices using narratives, research, and

community–centered investments. Using this

multidisciplinary approach, CARE seeks to inspire all

organizations to be more inclusive and less biased in an

effort to keep families, including their pets, together.

“Equity is the outcome we seek for all communities,”

said James Evans, CEO and founder of CARE. “Thanks to

Maddie, CARE will expand its CARE Center model

focused on work with proximate leaders, who have

meaningful relationships with marginalized communities

who seek to keep pets with their families. CARE Centers

assist in creating workforce development opportunities

that are created by and for the community, placing value

on their wisdom.”

CARE Centers are networks of individuals and

organizations working within their communities, who are

already doing this important work. CARE’s intention is to

partner with community leaders to add pet wellness and

resources. The CARE Center model creates sustainable

community–led networks by using a human and animal

wellbeing model in an effort to keep pets home and uplift

their human companions.

“We are proud to continue our support of CARE and the

CARE Centers,” said Mary Ippoliti–Smith of Maddie’s

Fund’s executive leadership team. “Striving for equity and

providing communities with the resources and tools they

need to care for their pets will have a direct impact on

keeping pets and people together.”

In 2020, Maddie’s Fund awarded CARE a three–year

partnership grant of $750,000 to support diversity research

within animal welfare, creation and staffing of the Atlanta

CARE Center, and infrastructure staff for CARE. Through

this funding, CARE has set up four new BIPOC–owned

nonprofit organizations and facilitated funding for a total

of six. Maddie’s Fund further supported CARE’s efforts

toward diversity, equity, and inclusion with a $100,000

grant toward African American scholarships for veterinary

schools.

To learn more about CARE, visit careawo.org.

l About Maddie’s Fund

Maddie’s Fund is a family foundation established in

1994 by Dave and Cheryl Duffield and is the fulfillment of

a promise to their inspirational dog, Maddie. She provided

them much joy from 1987–1997 and continues to inspire

them today. The Foundation has awarded over $255 mil-

lion in grants toward increased community lifesaving,

pioneering shelter medicine education and establishing

foster care as a standard across the U.S. Maddie’s Fund

proudly offers the industry a national voice, important

funding opportunities for bold ideas, learning resources

and access to collaborate and share innovative solutions.

The Foundation invests its resources in a commitment to

keeping pets and people together, creating a safety net of

care for animals in need and operating within a culture of

inclusiveness and humility. #ThanksToMaddie.
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Located in Publix Plaza

by Mel High

Everything

in the Store*

May 6 through May 12th

"Celebrating Nurses Week"
Includes All in the Medical Field

* Excluding Littman Stethoscopes
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SBA names South Florida District
Office Small Business Week winners
— 11 Series Energy in Melbourne;
Stuart ‘Stu’ Smith of Cocoa Beach

By Alyn Fernandez
alyn.fernandez@sba.gov
U.S. Small Business Administration

MIAMI (April 14, 2022) — U.S. Small Business

Administration South Florida District Director J. Malcolm

Richards has announced the 2022 National Small Busi-

ness Week winners for South Florida.

National Small Business Week Awards celebrate the

sacrifices and achievements of small–business owners and

their significant contributions to our economy and our

communities. America’s entrepreneurs are doing their part

to power our nation’s historic economic comeback. The

30th annual National Small Business Week will be

celebrated May 1–7.

“Many small businesses were able to successfully pivot

and with tenacity and resilience have not only survived the

pandemic but have thrived. These awards honor those in

our community who have excelled in business ownership,

demonstrating these virtues that are among the hallmarks

of successful entrepreneurship. We congratulate our

winners and thank the small business advocates who have

helped them succeed,” said Richards.

l 2022 South Florida District Small Business Person of

the Year

Roger Pridgeon, owner, Corporate Air (Vero Beach)

l 2022 South Florida District Exporter of the Year

Carmine Colarusso, owner, Ultrachem LLC. (Doral)

l 2022 South Florida and State of Florida Women

Business Owner of the Year

Wanda Barton, Xtremely Clean (Tampa)

l 2022 South Florida District and State of Florida

Veteran Business Owner of the Year

Mack Sasser, owner, 11 Series Energy (Melbourne)

l 2022 South Florida District Minority Business Owner

of the Year

Chantel Robertson, owner, Upful Blends (Margate)

l South Florida District Small Business Advocate of the

Year

Stuart “Stu” Smith (Cocoa Beach)

l 2022 State of Florida Women’s Business Center of the

Year

Centre for Women — Tampa (Tampa)

l 2022 State of Florida Small Business Development

Center of the Year

Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton)

These winners will be recognized at public events

during National Small Business Week.

Visit the North Florida District Office website for a

complete list of winners for the North Florida territory.

For more information about local winners or programs

available through the U.S. Small Business Administration,

visit www.sba.gov/southflorida or call (305) 536–5521.

l About the U.S. Small Business Administration

The U.S. Small Business Administration helps power

the American dream of business ownership. As the only

go–to resource and voice for small businesses backed by

the strength of the federal government, the SBA empowers

entrepreneurs and small business owners with the

resources and support they need to start, grow, or expand

their businesses, or recover from a declared disaster. It

delivers services through an extensive network of SBA

field offices and partnerships with public and private

organizations.

To learn more, visit www.sba.gov.
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A bold idea, perhaps, but 
it happens every day at 

Florida Tech. From human 
space�ight to drone 

safety, faculty experts and 
dedicated students are 
taking o� and exploring 

new frontiers. 

Consider the research of aerospace 
engineers like Brian Kish, Ph.D. His 

studies in �ight test engineering 
and urban air mobility are 

improving aircraft performance 
and shaping the trajectory of 

automated aerial vehicles.
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meet more outstanding faculty at 

FLORIDATECH.EDU/AERO
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DoubleTree Cocoa Beach rebranding as Hilton Garden Inn,
South Carolina–based OTO Development acquired property

By Diane Jackson
djackson@otodevelopment.com
Director of Public Relations & Corporate
Communications
OTO Development

SPARTANBURG, S.C. (April 20,

2022) — The “newest” hotel in Cocoa

Beach, enjoys a long history of welcoming

visitors to the Space Coast.

The city’s DoubleTree by Hilton —

originally built in 1987 and extensively

renovated in June 2021 — is rebranding

as Hilton Garden Inn Cocoa Beach

Oceanfront.

The transition, official as of April 20,

2022, has been in the works since OTO

Development acquired the property last

September. South Carolina–based OTO,

which is part of The Johnson Group,

develops, owns, and operates about 65

hotels across the country.

“Like many travelers, we love the

Hilton brand,” says Corry Oakes, CEO of

OTO Development. “Therefore, when

repositioning this property, we didn’t

stray far. Our portfolio already includes

six Hilton Garden Inns — all extremely

popular — so we know how much guests

appreciate HGI’s laid–back sophistication

and intuitive amenities.”

The 150–key Hilton Garden Inn Cocoa

Beach Oceanfront boasts ocean views

from every room along with a well–

equipped gym, game room and outdoor

pool. There’s 11,000 square feet of flexible

event space, including a ballroom

spacious enough to accommodate 410

guests for seated banquets and 700 for

receptions.

OTO has reimagined the food–and–

beverage spaces into The Starlite

Restaurant & Pool Bar. This original

concept — named after Cocoa Beach’s

first, astronaut–centric motel — focuses

on flavorful coastal–American food,

refreshing cocktails and a festive vibe.

The venue serves breakfast, lunch, and

dinner, with boozy brunches on the

weekends.

“The Starlite has something for

everyone, with an indoor restaurant and

an Instagram–worthy pool with outdoor

service,” Oakes says. “There’s also a

strong catering menu to support this

Hilton Garden Inn’s extensive meeting

and event space.”

While the name Hilton Garden Inn

Cocoa Beach Oceanfront is new, the

executive team has been on–site for more

than 100 collective years.

General Manager Christy Galzerano

has been at the helm since 2002. Hotel

leadership also includes Amy McGrew,

director of sales; Valerie Rutherford,

assistant general manager; Missy Dorn,

front office manager; Terry Rabaza, chief

engineer; Teresa Javier, executive

housekeeper; Robert Rogers, food and

beverage manager; Kati Marosites,

executive chef; and Maria Maksimova,

catering sales manager.

“Our commitment to this hotel, and

the guests who stay here, runs deep,”

says Galzerano. “Whatever the name on

the sign, we make sure it’s synonymous

with genuine hospitality!”

Hilton Garden Inn Cocoa Beach

Oceanfront is located at 2080 N. Atlantic

Ave. It’s within 10 minutes of the Cocoa

Beach Causeway, Westgate Cocoa Beach

Pier and Cape Canaveral, the epicenter of

the country’s growing space economy. The

Kennedy Space Center is just a half–hour

away.

To connect with Hilton Garden Inn

Cocoa Beach Oceanfront and The Starlite

Restaurant & Pool Bar, call (321) 783–

9222; visit TheStarliteCocoaBeach.com

and CocoaBeachOceanfront.HGI.com;

and follow @TheStarliteCocoaBeach and

@HiltonGardenInnCocoaBeach.

l About OTO Development

OTO Development, part of The

Johnson Group, is an award–winning,

fast–growing hotel development and

hospitality management company.

Founded in 2004 and partnering with

the Hilton, Hyatt, IHG and Marriott

brands, OTO’s industry leadership

position is anchored by a portfolio of

hotels staffed by experienced people.

The company currently owns or

operates 65 hotels comprising approxi-

mately 9,600 room keys.

OTO’s growth is focused on developing

new hotels in high–barrier–to–entry

markets; purchasing and repurposing

existing hotel properties; and expanding

management contracts with clients

ranging from publicly traded REITs to

private equity firms to high–net–worth

individuals.

For more information, visit

OTODevelopment.com.

Downtown Titusville Merchants to host ‘Moms & Mimosas’
TITUSVILLE (April 14, 2022) — The Downtown Titusville Merchants Association will

host “Moms & Mimosas — A Girls Day Out!” from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday, May 7,

in downtown Titusville.

Shops will open early and will be serving tasty mimosa samples in a variety of

delicious spring flavors. Merchants will also have Mother’s Day specials on gifts.

The cost is $5, which includes food bites and mimosa samples. Stop first at the

Downtown Art Gallery, 335 S. Washington Ave., to sign in.

For more information, see the organization’s Facebook event page Moms & Mimosas ~

A Girls Day Out! or call (321) 268–0122.
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By Brian Baluta
bbaluta@spacecoastedc.org
VP, Communications and Partner Relations
EDC of Florida’s Space Coast

ROCKLEDGE (April 20, 2022) — The Economic

Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast (EDC)

announces the expansion of USSI Global in West

Melbourne.

USSI Global, a turnkey provider of customized broad-

cast, network, and digital signage services worldwide,

recently selected Brevard County for its corporate expan-

sion. The 36–year–old company plans to invest $1.45 mil-

lion to construct a new 22,400–square–foot facility to house

administrative, logistics and warehousing activities. This

expansion will create 21 new full–time jobs with an

average annual wage of $43,190.

“USSI Global’s decision hits on a number of economic

development priorities, chiefly the expansion of an existing

local company, the new jobs that add to the diversification

of the Space Coast employment base, and the construction

of new industrial space,” said Lynda Weatherman,

president and CEO of the EDC. “The EDC thanks USSI

Global for their commitment to invest and grow in our

community.”

“USSI Global has always called Florida home, and we

are elated at the opportunity to build a new location that

will support our most essential customer–facing opera-

tions,” said David Christiano, CEO, USSI Global.” As a

company focused on providing turnkey project manage-

ment services, USSI Global’s customers worldwide count

on our 24/7 call center and a responsive technical support

team that can quickly repair and replace products,

coordinate shipments for large projects, and provide

remote monitoring and maintenance services. The EDC

expertly managed the process of sourcing the best location

for our growing business, and we are grateful for their

thorough research, input, and business acumen from start

to finish.”

Headquartered in West Melbourne, USSI Global has

grown steadily over its nearly four decades in business,

building a broad global client base across the Americas,

Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the Asia–Pacific.

USSI Global’s broad range of services positions the

company as a full–service project management specialist

for complex, technical projects that often span thousands of

locations. The company has recently completed several

government–mandated installation projects for large

broadcast satellite networks, and is in the midst of several

multi–site digital signage projects involving restaurant

drive–thru systems and EV charging stations. To learn

more about USSI Global, visit www.USSIGlobal.com.

l About the EDC of Florida’s Space Coast

The EDC is dedicated to attracting new business and

investment and expanding existing industry throughout

the Space Coast, influencing change on government laws

and regulations affecting economic development, promot-

ing the Space Coast to encourage new investment,

supporting efforts of Space Coast military installations,

and relaying new programs and procedures to assist

manufacturing and high–tech companies. The EDC is a

private, not–for–profit coalition whose stakeholders are

business leaders committed to the economic growth and

stability of Florida’s Space Coast. For more information

about the organization, visit www.SpaceCoastEDC.org.

USSI Global expanding in West Melbourne, plans to invest in new 22,400–square–foot facility; create 21 jobs
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Uniform Mart
Continued from page 11

Many of Healing Hands’ uniforms “have a personal,

unique message printed inside, showing appreciation for

the work the professionals do. The message includes such

things as “Thank you for being a healer.”

Scrub suits play a crucial role as there are many micro–

organisms present on the body, even after continuing with

the sterilization process and strict hygiene.

Therefore, surgeons and other staff members use these

suits to avoid the transmission of infection during surgery.

Scrubs are required protective clothing that help keep

cross–contamination to a minimum level.

The uniform industry, like many business sectors, has

seen consolidation. Caresismatic Brands Inc. is positioning

itself for future growth by acquiring a growing number of

branded medical apparel companies.

Marketed under a portfolio of 15 well–known brands,

including Cherokee Uniforms, HeartSoul and Dickies

Medical, Caresismatic creates fashionable, comfortable,

and professional uniforms and sells them worldwide.

“This is an industry you to have stay on top of because

the pace of change is coming much faster nowadays than

in past years,” said Zimak. “Understanding the customer

and knowing what the customer wants in terms of product

and brand selection is paramount to success in this

business.”

She continued, “What are they going to buy? It’s always

a little tricky when ordering inventory, but I believe the

three of us (Ross Topper and Maureen Dohnken, Uniform

Mart sales associates) collectively do an excellent job

anticipating styles, designs, fabrics, and colors. We have a

great team that stays up–to–date on new product informa-

tion and style changes.”

Companies are introducing all types of new garments.

Barco One Wellness is an example, said Zimak. Barco

Uniforms, a leader of design innovation in the premium

professional apparel industry, has rolled out Barco One

Wellness, the “first” medical–scrub collection infused with

health–promoting bio–minerals aimed at helping the body

“self–regulate and recover” — a necessity for busy health–

care professionals who work hard to care for others.

These infused bio–minerals are found to enhance “blood

circulation and increase tissue oxygenation, as well as

maintain consistent optimal body temperature by circulat-

ing energy back to the body,” according to the company.

As the first company to incorporate a “Far Infrared,”

reflective finish on the inside of the fabric of its scrubs,

Barco’s new Wellness apparel line harnesses the energy

from the “infrared spectrum that is likely to have restor-

ative benefits, with the goal of promoting recovery for the

wearer’s body.”

In 2016, Barco launched the Barco One sustainable

brand of scrubs, which quickly became the No. 1 choice not

only for health–care professionals, but also for veterinar-

ians who embraced the propriety fabric’s anti–static and

temperature–regulating properties.

“Fabric is really a big deal for our customers,” said

Zimak. “They want products that are pillar–resistant,

stretchable, and have dry–wicking features, and also look

good.”

Nurses comprise the largest group of health–care

professionals in America, and for 20 consecutive years the

public has ranked nursing the “Most Honest and Ethical

Profession.” That’s according to Gallup’s 2022 Most Honest

and Ethical Profession Poll released in January.

In the survey, 81 percent of respondents rated the

honesty and ethical standards of nurses and the profession

as “very high” or “high.” Medical doctors followed nurses

with 67 percent of respondents rating the profession “very

high” or “high,” and grade–school teachers took third place

with 64 percent of respondents rating “very high” or “high.”

National Nurses’ Week ends every year on May12, the

birthday of Florence Nightingale. She is the “founder of

modern nursing.” Nightingale, a nurse, became famous for

treating wounded soldiers during the Crimean War, and

for her work establishing nursing as a profession in its own

right. She was affectionately known as “The Lady with the

Lamp.” She made a lot of her ward rounds at night while

carrying a lamp. Nightingale founded a nursing school in

1860, providing the “first professional nursing establish-

ment in the world.”

Zimak said Uniform Mart has a deep inventory of

nurses’ scrubs and uniforms and accessories, as well as

products for other professionals.

“We’re now gearing up for the second half of the year,”

she said. “We have products coming in all the time as new

styles and colors are introduced every season. Customers

have their favorite brands, and we try to stock as many

different products from vendors as we can at various price

points. We are excited everyday to provide the best service

to our customers.”
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Contact Mike Ullian 321.258.7556

Contact Zach Ullian 321.750.3439

Visit our website to see our extensive collection of other

commercial properties. ullianrealty.com

1800 Penn Street, #11, Melbourne, FL  32901 � 321.729.9900 � www.ullianrealty.com

Mike Ullian

SIOR, CCIM

321.258.7556

Zach Ullian

321.750.3439

 BREVARD

COUNTY'S

COMMERCIAL

REAL ESTATE

EXPERTS

Northeast Corner of Dow Road
& John Rodes Boulevard

4320-4350 Dow Road, Melbourne, FL  32934
Two I-95 Interchanges Within Two Mile Radius

Asking $1,495,000 � 5.26 Acres
Estimated 509'  Frontage on Dow Road x 450' on John Rodes Blvd.

Exposure to Approximately 6,400 VPD on John Rodes Blvd.
Brevard County Light Industrial Zoning: Manufacturing, Assembly & More!

Nearby Utilities Include City Water/Sewer & FPL
Close to L3Harris, Amazon & Melbourne International Airport

Located Approximately Halfway Between Ellis Rd and Eau Gallie Blvd.
Three Parcels in Sale � BCPA Account #'s: 2732773, 2704244 & 2704236
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By Bradley Wong
media@independentsector.org
Independent Sector

WASHINGTON (April 18, 2022) — Independent Sector,

with the Do Good Institute, announced today that the

latest value of a volunteer hour is estimated to be $29.95,

which is a 4.9% increase over 2020.

Estimated from data collected in 2021, the figure

illustrates the valuable contributions volunteers make to

support our communities and nation.

According to the Value of Volunteer Time, and using

data from AmeriCorps on volunteer hours, volunteers

typically contribute nearly $200 billion to communities.

There is evidence that the number of hours volunteered

by people in the United States in 2021 decreased because

of the COVID–19 pandemic. While it will take some years

to assess the full extent of impact from COVID–19, a study

by Fidelity Charitable found that 66% of volunteers have

decreased the amount of time they volunteer or stopped

entirely due to the pandemic.

The latest value, calculated by the University of

Maryland’s Do Good Institute, is measured based on

hourly earnings released by the U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics. While the pandemic certainly had an impact on

volunteerism, wages in 2021 for the employed actually

increased, possibly due to inflation, leading to an increased

Value of Volunteer time rate.

“The essential contributions made by our nation’s

volunteers to lift up, strengthen, and restore communities

to make them healthy and equitable for people are always

deeply appreciated, but never more so than during the

pandemic,” said Daniel Cardinali, president and CEO of

Independent Sector. “Despite COVID–19’s devastating

impact, which began in 2020 and continues through today,

our country’s volunteers continued to show up, virtually

and in person, with their compassion, skills, and abilities.

They often put their own lives at risk. They are the threads

that connect us as a nation, constantly reinforcing the

foundation of civil society and helping build pathways so

we all can thrive.”

“The formidable challenges presented by the pandemic

that persisted throughout 2021 only served to redouble the

resolve of our country’s volunteers to be a source of comfort

and strength for neighbors in communities nationwide,”

said Nathan Dietz, senior researcher, Do Good Institute,

who is responsible for calculating the findings. “While the

immensity of the value of their contributions can never

truly be calculated, the value of ‘Value of Volunteer Time’

serves to provide a measure of the significance of the

support and services they provide when our communities

and neighbors are in need.”

In addition to the national number, Independent Sector

also provides the state–level value of volunteer time for all

50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. State

level values range from $14.11 per hour for Puerto Rico to

$50.48 per hour for the District of Columbia. For more on

the Value of Volunteer Time, the methodology, and to

explore historical national and state–level data, visit

independentsector.org/value–of–volunteer–time–2022.

The Do Good Institute, housed in the School of Public

Policy at the University of Maryland, provides education,

programs, research, and resources to develop the next

generation of nonprofit leaders, social innovators and

civic–minded students.

Communities benefited from billions contributed through volunteerism despite the pandemic challenges

Community Foundation
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Space Coast Discovery Academy for Promising Futures
Continued from page 14

“The science center will provide an additional source of

revenue for the school, so we don’t have to continue to raise

tuition to make it work.”

She said one of the reasons the committee decided to

invest in a new science center instead of a children’s

museum is because of Brevard’s fast–expanding high–tech

market.

“We’ve talked to representatives from the Brevard Zoo.

We’ve talked to representatives from different corporations

in the area. Everybody we talked to and met with is excited

about our moving forward with this project. We think the

timing is right for a science center. Brevard County needs

this type of facility.”

Space Coast Discovery’s future plans also include a new

school. “We have outgrown our existing campus,” said

Clark. “We are going to move our primary school to an

expanded facility. We will keep the existing building

because it is perfect for a preschool.”

She added, “There is an enclosed 15,000–square–foot,

handicap–accessible playground. The campus is in a

convenient location, easily accessible. We just need more

classroom space. We have about three months to find a

new facility. There is definitely a high demand for what

we’re offering children and families at Space Coast

Discovery.”

Her school offers an inclusive classroom environment

which includes children with disabilities as well as

typically developing students.

An inclusive classroom means students all learn

together and help foster a welcoming and supportive

environment that meets diverse academic, social, emo-

tional, and communicant needs for all of its students.

“The inclusive model is a wonderful way to educate and

care for children,” said Clark, who has a master’s degree in

education from the University of Florida and holds

certifications in specialty areas within her field.

“The children with disabilities need to interact with

typically developing peers so they can model the behavior.

The typically developing children learn leadership skills,

empathy, and caring by helping others.”

Clark said Space Coast Discovery’s goal is to have a 60–

40 makeup, with 60 percent typically developing students.”

In the past, special education often involved separating

students with disabilities for the purpose of specialized

instruction. But there is clear and consistent evidence that

inclusive educational settings can confer substantial short–

and long–term benefits for students with and without

disabilities.

A large body of research indicates that included

students develop stronger skills in reading and mathemat-

ics, have higher rates of attendance, and are less likely to

have behavioral problems, and are more likely to complete

secondary school than students who have not been

included.

As adults, students with disabilities who have been

included are more likely to be enrolled in post–secondary

education, and to be employed or living independently.

“Space Coast Discovery’s unique inclusion program

provides equal learning opportunities for all children —

regardless of their ability — to ensure they receive the

academic and social skills needed to succeed in life.”

Over the course of just one school year, a study found

that preschoolers with disabilities who attended main-

stream classes with highly skilled peers were using

language on par with their classmates without disabilities,

according to an article on the website “DisabilityScoop,”

which publishes development disability news stories and

research.

“By comparison, youngsters with special needs who

were surrounded by children with weak language skills

remained far behind their typically developing peers at the

end of the school year.”

The findings are from a study of 670 Ohio preschoolers,

“slightly more than half of whom had a disability like

autism, language impairment, or Down syndrome.”

All of the kids’ language skills were measured in the fall

and spring using a standardized assessment.

Children with disabilities in classrooms with highly

skilled peers outperformed those surrounded by the

lowest–skilled youngsters by 40 percent in spring testing,

according to findings published in the journal “Psychologi-

cal Science.”

Researchers say the findings highlight the importance

of inclusion for youngsters with disabilities.

“One of the most important principles of inclusive

education is that no two learners are alike,” said Clark.

“We all are unique. We all are special. We all are loved.

Building a successful inclusive model takes time. We’re

creating that type of environment at Space Coast Discov-

ery, working to educate all learners effectively.”
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Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation
Continued from page 1

event, which starts at 3 p.m., will include entertainment.

There will be a car show, too.

Tickets to win a bright orange 1970 Dodge Coronet–

based Super Bee are $25 each, 10 for $100, and 25 for

$200. There are other bulk–buying options as well.

“One car payment of $25 sounds pretty attractive to me,

and the 1970 Super Bee features some of the most

important options available that year,” said Timmermann.

Tickets for the drawing are sold at https://alzbbq.com

and at the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation office, located

at 4676 N. Wickham Road in Melbourne. They can also be

purchased by calling (321) 253–4430. The toll–free number

is (866) 563–2582.

The owner of the second–place ticket, to be drawn from

the same drum, will receive $10,000 cash.

“You do not have to be present to win,” said

Timmermann. “Obviously, last year’s winner wasn’t here

for the event because he is from Australia. When Mark

Pieloch, owner of the local American Muscle Car Museum,

pulled the winning ticket for the 1970 Plymouth Barra-

cuda, he said, ‘We have a winner from Melbourne.’ And the

crowd got excited. Then he added, ‘Melbourne, Australia.’

The last Brevard County winner was in 2017 (1970 Dodge

Challenger R/T ‘Alice’).”

Timmermann added, “Less than 1 percent of the tickets

are sold internationally. The gentleman who won last

year’s drawing was looking to support an organization of

our type because his mother has Alzheimer’s. He’s a car

guy as well. We’ve had winners from around the nation.”

The 1970 Super Bee for this year’s drawing was

purchased from a collector in Pennsylvania, said

Timmermann. The garaged car has 78,876 miles on the

odometer. The original Super Bee was manufactured and

sold for only three model years,1968, 1969 and 1970.

Timmermann said the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation

purchased the car for $65,000.

“It was one of a number in his Super Bee collection. It

has the original factory paint, logos, and badging. The car

is a stunner. We brought it to Brevard in a covered trailer.

The president of Mopars of Brevard Inc. (Bob Anderson) is

our trailing guy for these cars. Mopars of Brevard is a

member of the Florida Mopar Association,” said

Timmermann.

The FMA is comprised of Mopar clubs located through-

out Florida and other Southeastern states working

together to promote the preservation and enjoyment of

modern and classic Chrysler Corp. and American Motors

vehicles. The Mopar name is a mashup of “motor” and

“parts.”

At some point in the 1960s, Mopar became the catch–all

slang for cars built and sold by Chrysler, Dodge, and

Plymouth. Over the years, its reach grew.

The 1970 Super Bee is garaged at Big Boy Toy Storage

of Melbourne. “When we take it to shows, it travels in a

covered trailer and is babied,” said Timmermann.

The 1970 Super Bee featured a redesign and a new

front–end that consisted of a twin–looped front bumper

that Dodge public relations referred to as “bumblebee

wings.”

The car also had an enticingly new lower price of

$3,074. Also new for 1970 were the high–impact paint

colors, such as Plum Crazy and Panther Pink.

“The 1970 Super Bee was known as the ‘everyday’

muscle car because it was something most people could

afford,” said Timmermann. “There were other muscle cars

that were much more expensive than the Super Bee.”

According to Hotcars.com, “The original Super Bee was

based on the Dodge Coronet coupe. The Super Bee was

Dodge’s take on an affordable muscle car that rivaled the

Plymouth Road Runner. Both the Road Runner and Super

Bee were fairly similar in appearance, but the Super Bee

was 65 pounds heavier and was an inch longer in terms of

wheelbase.

“In order to differentiate one from the other, the Super

Bee had larger rear–wheel openings, the bumblebee tail

stripe, and fancier grille. Also unique to the Super Bee was

its branding that included a prominent diecast ‘Bee’ badge.

The Super Bee came with heavy–duty suspension, high–

performance tires, and a Hurst Competition–Plus shifter

with Hurst linkage.”

The car had three engine options: the base 383 Mag-

num, the 440 Six–Pack, or the 426 Hemi.

“The Super Bee we are selling tickets for features a

‘383–4 Barrel–335 HP’ engine,” said Timmermann. “And

this model has a rare automatic transmission, as opposed

to four–speed models.”

Other features include: A Tic–Toc Tac (a tachometer

with a clock), Ramcharger fresh air hood, power steering,

rare Magnum wheels, and chrome stinger logos.

Outside — beyond the body–side graphics — are small

chrome Super Bee icons. And the unmistakable twin–loop

grille was only offered for this single model year. The final

touches are the rally wheels.

In the performance models, Dodge built 11,540 Super

Bee hardtops and 3,996 coupes in 1970, along with 2,139

Coronet R/T hardtops, according to Hemmings Motor

News, the oldest publication of its kind in America.

The Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation pays up to $7,500

toward taxes required on the winning car to the Internal

Revenue Service. Traditionally, that has been the taxable

amount for the winner, said Timmermann.

“Taxes on the car was one issue we heard about, and we

stepped up to address it,” he said.

For the drawing, the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation

does everything in–house.

“We do not outsource anything for the car drawing. Our

receptionist handles ticket sales. Our fundraising manager

coordinates the logistics of the car shows we participate in.

We do about six car shows a year,” said Timmermann.

He added, “Recently, we were at a Barrett–Jackson

show in West Palm Beach. We sold tickets to the drawing.

We sell tickets all year long. We sold them at the Grant

Seafood Festival and at a number of other events. We do a

lot of outreach for the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation.”

Odle and a colleague made the trip to West Palm

Beach. “We were there all three days of the Barrett–

Jackson show selling tickets. They provided us a space and

we set up a tent. It was fun, a lot of car memorabilia to

check out,” he said.

“Even though we are social workers and nonprofit

workers, we get to have a little bit of fun on the job. The

annual car drawing and the fundraisers that we host bring

our team members together. All staff members get

involved in the events,” said Timmermann.

He said the “best benefit” from the car drawing is that it

generates funds to pay administrative salaries at the

Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation.

“We receive grants throughout the year, but they do not

reimburse for salaries,” said Timmermann. “The success of

the car drawing has allowed us to help pay for the salaries

of employees. When I write grants to the state or to United

Way of Brevard or to another organization, I point out that

zero percent of their money is going to administrative

overhead. It’s a unique thing that we do, and it really helps

us throughout the year with other grants. I am able to

leverage that money to help our organization even more.”

The Brevard Alzheimer’ Foundation offers all types of

programs and services for older adults.

One of them is Joe’s Club, an award–winning adult

day–care program. Clients pay a monthly fee to receive the

services. The staff consists of registered nurses, social

workers, activity directors, and certified nursing assistants.

“Family caregivers will have peace of mind knowing

their aging parent or senior loved one is spending the day

in a safe, fun, and socially engaging environment while

receiving expert care,” said Timmermann, a Certified

Dementia Practitioner.

The Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation was named one of

the “Most Innovative” centers of its kind in America by

National Adult Day Care Services Association. And Joe’s

Club won the “Best Alzheimer’s Transportation Award in

the United States” from the Beverly Foundation.

“We’re proud of the work we do in the community,” he

said. “We’re helping a lot of older adults beyond our core

program, Joe’s Club. For instance, we’re tallying around

20,000 miles a month in non–medical non–emergency

transportation for clients. It’s called our Safe Ride pro-

gram.”

Education and Outreach about the devastating effects

of Alzheimer’s, and Meals of Love Senior Nutrition, are

some of its other initiatives.

“We’ve delivered over 1.5 million meals in Brevard

since the start of the pandemic. And we provide about

$20,000 a month in energy assistance to older adults who

need help paying their utility bills, or may need new air

conditioners. We touch the lives of about 6,000 families in

Brevard County.”

Timmermann added, “This year we are projecting to

help perhaps more than 9,000 people through our various

programs.”

Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of

dementia, a progressive brain disease that slowly destroys

memories and thinking skills. Alzheimer’s often starts five,

10 or even 20 years before symptoms appear.

Symptoms usually start with difficulty remembering

new information, according to the Alzheimer’s Association

of America. In advanced stages, symptoms include

confusion, mood and behavior changes, and inability to

perform basic life skills.

“In Brevard County, roughly 20,000 people have been

diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, with many more not diag-

nosed,” said Timmermann.

It takes a special individual and a special commitment

to work with older adults with dementia. “This is the first

time in my career I have worked with the older adult

population, and I greatly enjoy it,” said Odle, who earned

his bachelor’s degree in psychology from UCF and his

master’s degree in mental health counseling from Webster

University.

“I like to hear their stories, even though I’ve heard them

numerous times before. We must remember dementia

affects the whole brain, including the areas responsible for

memory and recall and the ability to find the right words.

The Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation is a great organiza-

tion to work for. We’re one big family.”

“We are considered one of the most innovative day cares

of our kind in the nation,” said Timmermann. “The reason

we have been successful is not only because of our cutting–

edge technology, but also because we have a phenomenal

staff. They are ‘in it to win it.’ We are always challenging

each other: How can we make Joe’s Club better. How can

we make our programs and services better?”

Timmermann is already looking to next year’s Brevard

Alzheimer’s Foundation Barbecue and Car Drawing. “We

have secured the car for the 2023 event. It’s one we have

never had before. It’s a Mopar and it will excite a lot of

people. This car has been asked for by many of our donors.”

He added, “But right now we are concentrating on

making the 2022 drawing for the 1970 Super Bee our best

event ever. We’re hoping to sell a lot of tickets to help an

organization that has a far reach throughout the county,

impacting the lives of thousands of people.”






